
Maximize Safety, Performance, and
Aesthetics with Midwest Cover's Versatile
Windscreen, Netting, and Padding
Products: Unveiling our Fall 2023 Catalog

Introduction
Are you in search of innovative solutions to enhance safety, performance, and aesthetics in your
outdoor spaces? Look no further than Midwest Cover, the industry leader in windscreen, netting,
and padding products. Our newly unveiled Fall Catalog showcases a wide range of versatile
solutions designed to maximize the functionality and visual appeal of your spaces.

Whether you're a sports facility manager, a construction site supervisor, or a homeowner looking
to enhance privacy and security, our products are tailor-made to meet your specific needs. With
Midwest Cover, you can expect superior quality, durability, and unmatched expertise. Our
windscreen options provide excellent protection against wind, dust, and prying eyes, while our
netting solutions offer reliable containment and safety. Additionally, our padding products ensure
optimal protection for players and equipment alike.

Discover your options by exploring our Fall Catalog today, and experience the Midwest Cover
difference for yourself.

The Importance of Safety, Performance, and Aesthetics in
Sports Facilities
Sports facilities serve as the backdrop for athletic activities, bringing people together to engage
in physical and competitive pursuits. However, these spaces must not only provide a safe
environment for athletes but also enhance their performance while maintaining an aesthetically
pleasing ambiance.

Safety is of utmost importance in sports facilities. From preventing injuries to ensuring the
structural integrity of the space, facility managers must prioritize the well-being of athletes and
spectators. Performance, on the other hand, relates to creating an environment that allows
athletes to excel in their respective sports. Factors such as lighting, proper equipment, and
appropriate playing surfaces all contribute to optimizing performance.



Lastly, aesthetics play a crucial role in sports facilities. The visual appeal of the space can
enhance the overall experience for athletes and spectators, creating a welcoming and inspiring
atmosphere. A well-designed facility with attention to detail can elevate the overall perception
and reputation of the establishment.

Understanding the Benefits of Windscreen, Netting, and
Padding Products
Windscreen, netting, and padding products are essential elements in maximizing safety,
performance, and aesthetics in sports facilities. They offer a range of benefits that address
specific needs and challenges faced by facility managers.

Windscreen products, for example, provide an effective barrier against wind, dust, and
unwanted visibility. These screens can be installed around the perimeter of a sports field or
court, shielding athletes from strong winds that may affect their performance. Windscreen
options are available in various colors and opacity levels, allowing facility managers to choose a
design that complements the overall aesthetics of the space.

Netting solutions are crucial for containing balls and preventing them from leaving the
designated playing area. By installing netting systems, facility managers can ensure the safety
of both athletes and spectators. Netting can be customized to fit specific dimensions and
requirements, offering reliable containment without obstructing the view or compromising the
aesthetics of the facility.

Padding products, such as wall padding and post padding, provide essential protection for
athletes and equipment. These products are designed to absorb impact, reducing the risk of
injuries during collisions with walls, posts, or other hard surfaces. With padding in place,
athletes can feel confident in their safety, allowing them to focus on their performance without
unnecessary distractions or concerns.

Exploring the Different Types of Windscreen Options
Available
When it comes to windscreen options, Midwest Cover offers a wide variety of choices to suit
different needs and preferences. Our catalog includes:

● Privacy Screens: These screens offer maximum opacity, providing complete privacy and
protection against prying eyes. Privacy screens are ideal for areas where discretion and
seclusion are desired, such as locker rooms or training facilities.

● Perforated Screens: These screens strike a balance between privacy and visibility. The
perforated design allows airflow while still providing a level of privacy. Perforated screens
are often used in outdoor seating areas or on fences surrounding sports fields.



● Logo Screens: Add a touch of personalization and branding to your facility with logo
screens. These screens can be customized with team logos, sponsor logos, or any other
design elements, enhancing the overall aesthetics and creating a sense of identity.

● Mesh Screens: Mesh screens offer excellent wind protection while allowing for increased
visibility. These screens are commonly used in tennis courts, golf courses, or any space
where wind is a concern but clear visibility is desired.

By offering a range of windscreen options, Midwest Cover ensures that facility managers can
find the perfect solution for their specific needs, while maintaining a cohesive and visually
appealing environment.

Choosing the Right Netting Solution for Your Specific
Needs
Netting solutions provide crucial containment and safety in sports facilities. Midwest Cover offers
various netting options that can be tailored to meet specific requirements. Here are some of the
netting solutions available:

● Ball Stop Netting: Designed to prevent balls from leaving the playing area, ball stop
netting is commonly used in sports such as soccer, baseball, and golf. This netting is
durable, weather-resistant, and can be customized to fit the dimensions of the playing
area.

● Barrier Netting: Barrier netting is used to create a protective barrier between different
sections of a sports facility. It can be installed vertically or horizontally, providing safety
without obstructing the view. Barrier netting is often used in driving ranges, batting
cages, or to separate different sports areas within a larger facility.

● Safety Netting: Safety netting is essential for spaces that require additional protection
from stray balls, such as spectator areas or adjacent properties. Midwest Cover's safety
netting is designed to be highly durable and reliable, ensuring the safety of both athletes
and spectators.

By offering a range of netting solutions, Midwest Cover enables facility managers to create safe
environments that meet their specific needs while maintaining the desired aesthetics.

Enhancing Safety and Protection with High-Quality
Padding Products
Safety should always be a top priority in sports facilities, and high-quality padding products are
essential for ensuring optimal protection. Midwest Cover offers a range of padding solutions
designed to protect athletes and equipment from potential hazards.

Wall padding is commonly used to protect athletes from collisions with walls or other hard
surfaces. Midwest Cover's wall padding is made from high-density foam and covered with a



durable vinyl material. The foam absorbs impact, reducing the risk of injuries during contact
sports. The vinyl cover is available in various colors, allowing facility managers to choose a
design that aligns with the overall aesthetics of the space.

Post padding is another crucial element in sports facilities, especially in areas where athletes
may come into contact with posts or poles. Midwest Cover's post padding is designed to fit
securely around posts, offering protection without compromising the functionality or visual
appeal of the facility. The padding is available in different sizes and can be customized with
team logos or sponsor branding.

In addition to wall and post padding, Midwest Cover also offers padding solutions for other
potentially hazardous areas in sports facilities. From rail padding to column padding, these
products ensure comprehensive protection for athletes, spectators, and equipment.

By investing in high-quality padding products from Midwest Cover, facility managers can create
safe spaces that instill confidence in athletes while maintaining the desired aesthetics.

Introducing the Fall Catalog: See What You Can Do
Midwest Cover is thrilled to unveil our Fall 2023 Catalog, featuring exciting new additions to our
windscreen, netting, and padding product lines. Our team of experts has worked diligently to
develop innovative solutions that address the evolving needs of sports facilities.

In our Fall Catalog, you'll find an expanded range of windscreen options, including new colors,
patterns, and opacity levels. Whether you're looking for privacy screens, perforated screens,
logo screens, or mesh screens, our catalog has something to suit every preference and
requirement.

Our netting solutions have also been enhanced to provide even greater safety and containment.
From improved ball stop netting to advanced barrier netting systems, we have developed
products that offer increased durability, visibility, and customization options.

Furthermore, our padding products have undergone extensive research and development to
ensure optimal protection and aesthetics. We have expanded our range of wall padding, post
padding, and other padding solutions, allowing facility managers to create comprehensive safety
measures without compromising the visual appeal of their spaces.

The Fall Catalog is a testament to our commitment to continuous innovation and improvement.
We strive to stay at the forefront of the industry, offering cutting-edge solutions that meet the
ever-changing needs of sports facilities.


